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Councillor J. Pfenning noted that her comment on the Benefit Breakfast sentence was 
incomplete.  

8. PUBLIC MEETINGS  

8.1 REPORT NO. DS 2020-002 
Zone Change Application 08/19 

 Jackson Harvest Farms Ltd. 
 1894-1922 Witmer Road 

Resolution No. 2020-004 

Moved by: Councillor B. Fisher  Seconded by: Councillor J. Gerber 

THAT Report DS 2020-002 be received for information. 
 

CARRIED. 
Councillor C. Gordijk declared a conflict of interest and left the room. 
 
Mayor Armstrong declared the public meeting open and stated that Council would hear 
all interested parties who wished to speak. He indicated that if the decision of Council is 
appealed to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal, the Tribunal has the power to dismiss 
an appeal if individuals do not speak at the public meeting or make written submissions 
before the by-law is passed. 

Mayor Armstrong stated that persons attending as delegations at this meeting are 
required to leave their names and addresses which will become part of the public record 
and advised that this information may be posted on the Township’s official website 
along with email addresses, if provided. 

The Manager of Planning / EDO outlined the report. 
 
Mr. David Sisco, IBI Group, provided a detailed presentation of the Zone Change 
Application on behalf of the applicate Mr. Rick Esbaugh. Mr. Sisco introduced the 
professionals involved in the project. 
 
Mr. Sisco noted there are two applications for this particular property, relating to two 
separate Acts, requesting extraction of sand and gravel in the Hallman Pit. Mr.Sisco 
noted that each process is separate. He noted the first request is the Zone Change, 
which falls under the authority of Township Council which is the reason for the meeting 
on this date. Township Council can approve the application, deny the application or 
chose to not make a decision at all, known as a refusal to make a decision. He noted 
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that in any of the mentioned scenarios, the applicant or any member of the public can 
choose to appeal that decision to LPAT. 
 
The second application is for the gravel pit license, noting that that application is under 
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. The license application is the 
responsibility of the applicant, noting that the applicant is responsible for notification, 
and is required to follow detailed process as outlined by the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Forestry. Mr. Sisco noted that the process required the applicant to 
provide notices to property owners and several agencies for formal comment.  Mr.  
Sisco noted that the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry will not approve an 
aggregate license until the applicant has secured a zone change approval and 
successfully completed all requirements as set out by the Ministry. These requirements 
include a mandatory public engagement process hosted by the applicant. 
 
Mr. Sisco noted that in terms of the Zone Change Application, requirement of what an 
applicant is mandatory to do is set out in the Regional Official Plan, Township Official 
Plan and the Provincial Aggregate Resources Act. As a requirement of those agencies, 
a pre-consultation was held. He noted that the applicant has submitted all 
documentation that was required to fulfill the obligations set out by these agencies, for 
technical comments. 
 
Mr. Sisco provided a detailed overview of the aspects of the proposed pit, as outlined in 
his slide presentation, attached as Appendix A. 
 
Mayor L. Armstrong asked if Council had any questions of a technical nature. There 
were none. 
 
Mayor L. Armstrong asked if anyone wished to address Council on this matter, and the 
following delegations spoke. 
 
Mr. David Donnelly, 276 Carla St, Toronto.  
 
Mr. Donnelly advised that his firm represents the Citizen’s for Safe Ground Water. He 
advised that the primary purpose of his submission was to provide Council with 
information on what other municipalities are doing with similar applications. He noted 
that, he will be presenting, on behalf of his client, a proposal for an Interim Control By-
law relating to this matter. Mr. Donnelly advised that the Citizen’s for Safe Groundwater 
has hired several experts to review the proposed pit as well. He outlined details on 
licensed quarries within Ontario, including locations and future need for aggregate. He 
advised that there are over 7,000 pits in Ontario to fill projected needs for aggregate 
currently. He noted that aggregate has several impacts to land and that historically, 
rehabilitation efforts have not been successful. He suggested that the Township rethink 
how land is being used. Mr. Donnelly made reference to the Ministry decision in regards 
to the Wellington County pit refusal, noting their reasons for such and that Council 
should take into consideration those reasoning’s in this situation. Mr. Donnelly also 
suggest that Council consider an Air Quality By-law, similar to that of the City of 
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Burlington, which, he noted, can be commenced through an Interim Control By-law. Mr. 
Donnelly provided examples, as outlined in his slide presentation, attached as Appendix 
B, of initiatives other municipalities have undertaken in regards to gravel pits, to put in 
place policy surrounding approvals of gravel pits.  
 
Mr. Wilf Ruland, P. Geo. 
 
Mr. Ruland provided an overview of general hydrogeology concerns surrounding gravel 
pits and the impact on available groundwater resource. He noted that the Waterloo 
Moraine is an impressive source of water that should be protected. He advised that he 
is familiar with this area due to the work that he has done at the Wilmot Centre Well 
Field. Mr. Ruland noted that there were nitrate levels that were noted in the results of 
the drills that were done on site.  He noted the application mentions aggregate washing 
without mention of key details in that particular operation. Mr. Ruland noted that the 
application fails to show how the site will protect the Wilmot Centre Well Field and does 
not show groundwater flow directions for the Wilmot Centre Well Field. He also noted 
that neighbouring wells appear to have not been taken into consideration as there is no 
prevention / mitigation measures in place. He raised concerns with the applicants 
proposal to monitor only one well. Mr. Ruland advised that in his professional view, 
Council decline or table the application until such time as groundwater impact 
assessments have been complete through a peer review. Mr. Ruland provided a 
handout to Council and is attached as Appendix C. 
 
Councillor B. Fisher asked if Mr. Ruland could expand on Bill 132 and Mr. Ruland 
advised that he was unable to speak to that. 
 
Richard Stevenson, 2125 Bleams Road, Shingletown 
 
Mr. Stevenson presented to Council his concerns with the proposed pit. He noted that 
the Township of Wilmot Official Plan states that, noise, dust, vibration studies 
demonstrating the proposed operation is appropriately designed to prevent adverse 
effects, he stated, that after reading the applicants documents, he found causes for 
concern. He outlined that there was not a vibration study completed, and he was unsure 
as to why this is not a requirement, considering the operations of the facility. He 
proposed that Council require a vibration study be complete prior to any approvals. He 
also noted that there are 3 houses within the set back and he is asking for clarification 
regarding those setbacks, and what affect those setbacks will have on those properties 
and proper enjoyment. Mr. Stevenson advised that the noise study does show concerns 
on how data collection and calculations were done, including the hours that the noise 
studies where completed in comparison with the proposed hours of operation. He raised 
concerns with the proposal of water usage to control dust and the affects that road salt 
may have on the site during winter months.  
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Robert Gebotys, 2052 Sandhills Road, Baden 
 
Mr. Gebotys, spoke of the general plans of Municipal and Provincial plans, such as the 
Golden Horseshoe, Morraine Plans etc., and noted that those plans all have the health 
and welfare of residents in mind. Mr. Gebotys provided a slide presentation, attached as 
Appendix D, in regards to various aspects of the application. He advised that the traffic 
report and the perceived contradiction with numbers, as well as the road usages for the 
trucks. He advised that the noise report and levels of decibels in terms of pain threshold 
and noted that a crusher is close to that threshold. He discussed the noise study and 
the errors in prediction that were not included in that study. Mr. Gebotys also noted that 
the vibration analysis for the crusher was not included in the reports. He mentioned that 
the Government of Canada has a safety data sheet for sand and gravel and the health 
concerns of those substances. Mr. Gebotys also noted that the agricultural report 
outlines the different classes of soil of the subject property and that the sample size in 
the report should be expanded. Mr. Gebotys noted that the water report, identifies the 
risk to the ground water.  
 
Patricia Chevalier, 2062 Bleams Road 

Ms. Chevalier noted that her particular interest is in preventative strategies for mental 
health concerns. She noted that when the mapping is reviewed the setback goes into 
people’s properties and the impact that has on mental health and fine particulate matter. 
She discussed the carbon emissions and relationship to dust from the carbon itself. Ms. 
Chevalier referenced a study done that reviewed adverse health effects from these dust 
particles, and the various impacts of exposure. Ms. Chevalier provided statistics on 
noise pollution and its impact on health as well. Ms. Chevalier advised Council that she 
recommends they wait until the impact these exposure have on health is better 
understood. Ms. Chevalier’s presentation is attached as Appendix E. 

Mark Gordon, 2062 Bleams Road, Shingletown 

Mr. Gordon advised that the proposed pit, would have an impact on the residents, noise 
pollution, air pollution to name a few. He spoke of the quality of living that will change as 
a result of the gravel pit that the residents in other Township communities will not be 
impacted by. Mr. Gordon advised that the environmental impacts, lost farmland, and the 
risk to the water supply need to be considered. He advised that the operations of the 
gravel pit will directly impact the climate emergency that Township Council declared in 
2019. He noted that if the gravel pit is approved, it will be the first gravel pit approved in 
a Source Water Protection Area.  
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Douglas Huber, 157 St. George St., St. Thomas 

Mr. Huber noted that he has friends and family that live in the area and that he has not 
been compensated for his time or expenses, rather he reviewed and is commenting as 
a Professional Geoscientist. Mr. Huber noted that based on the reports, the individual 
wells will potentially be impacted. Mr. Huber provided a background of his professional 
experience. Mr. Huber outlined Ontario Government Policy statements regarding 
Surface Water Quality Management, noting that existing wells are not to be impacted. 
He noted that the well on his brother’s property has seen an increase in the nitrates in 
the well and currently use bottled water for drinking and cooking and that their 
neighours well has higher levels of nitrates. Mr. Huber discussed that in this 
professional opinion, the heavy levels of previous farming activities have created these 
problems. He noted that hydrogeological report is a best guess of what is truly 
happening and that it is not an exact science. He noted that the groundwater chloride 
concentrations in the monitoring wells show variations in levels in each of those wells, 
as well as, the report states some of these wells show groundwater contamination.  

Councillor J. Pfenning thanked Mr. Huber for his presentation and asked what methods 
can be used to trace water preference in a well, noting that in her experience with her 
well, which is an artesian well, that the water would be coming from a great distance 
and asked if he was aware of any mapping. He noted that he has experience with 
surface water, which would include dyes that would not be done in drinking water and it 
is hard to compare. 

Linda Laepple, 2298 Bleams Road 

Ms. Laepple noted she has concerns with the hydrological assessment and the 
agricultural impact. She provided a detailed overview of her slide presentation, which is 
attached as Appendix F, providing statistics and identifying where she feels information 
is missing. Ms. Laepple advised that she recommends denial of the rezoning application 
and that the Township work with the stakeholders in efforts of de-commissioning the 
contaminated former feed lot site and rehabilitate the land.  

Councillor J. Pfenning asked if a copy of the slide presentation could be forwarded to 
Council and the Director of Information and Legislative Services advised that all 
presentations received after the Council packages were distributed will be made 
available to Council and on the website. 
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Christina Harnack, 2158 Bleams Rd 

Ms. Harnack presented her concerns, as outlined in her slide presentation, attached as 
Appendix G, she noted that she appreciated the opportunity to speak regarding her 
concerns for the rezoning of the property. Ms. Harnack outlined why she objects to the 
proposed pit such as, water safety, toxic pollution, contamination, climate change and 
negative effects on the environment. Ms. Harnack outlined the concerns for ground 
water protection as the Region of Waterloo relies almost entirely on ground water as its 
water source. She noted that the proposed site is currently zoned as prime agriculture 
and is protected under the Protected Countryside Policy, the Clean Water Act and 
Source (Water) Protection Policy. Ms. Harnack noted that she is proposed to the 
proposed location of the pit, she noted several examples of worldwide initiatives that are 
being done to protect the environment and recognize the impacts these have on the 
climate emergency, she noted that this is our responsibility and is interested in the peer 
review from the GRCA.  

Ann Dupej, 2122 Bleams Rd 

Ms. Dupej presented her concerns in regards to the proposed aggregate site. Ms. Dupej 
noted that through her research, the rehabilitation plan in the Region of Waterloo is at 
20%, she noted that Regional staff have been quoted as questioning the monitoring of 
submitted reports. She advised that the goal of rehabilitation is to return the lands to 
their former natural environment, the Township of Wilmot policy states that the 
rehabilitation must be maximized back to the same quality; however, the Waterloo 
Federation of Agriculture has stated it is impossible to rehabilitated farm land back to its 
previous productivity. Ms. Dupej noted that the elevations on 3 sides of the property 
varies, and that the proposal to rehabilitate is to bring in Ministry approved fill, totalling 
55,000 truckloads of fill, Ms. Dupej is questioning where this soil is coming from and is 
there risk for contamination and who is responsible for monitoring this activity, she 
noted the contamination that was recognized at the Sandhills Pit last year. She noted 
she would like to see further studies by an agricultural expert regarding the rehabilitation 
to farmable land. She expressed her concerns regarding the loss of farmland relating to 
the depth of extraction terms in the Official Plan. Ms. Dupej noted that the other 
concerns she holds are the number of pits in the Township, namely 13 current sites with 
extractions and another 9 sites within a kilometer abutting the Township and there is no 
study on the combined impact of all pits.  Ms. Dupej noted that this needs to be 
thoroughly investigated and she urged Council to take their time and ensure they have 
all the answers. 
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Ed Dupej, 2122 Bleams Road 

Mr. Dupej spoke on 2 of the reports on the pit, the geotechnical and transportation 
studies. Mr. Dupej provided an overview of the recommendations that CMT identified in 
their study of the existing Witmer Road. He advised there is no mention of heavy truck 
traffic westboard from the pit entrance to Sandhills Road and raised concerns on the 
abilities of the roads to have the standards enough to carry that type of traffic. Mr. 
Dupeji noted that the peak traffic counts for gravel trucks is concentrated in a 6-month 
period and not truly year round numbers. He questioned the school bus safety, impacts 
to emergency service vehicles, and dangerous blind hills on Witmer Road that have not 
been addressed. He noted there is a lack of study on the impact of all local roads, 
increased traffic impact on all residents. Mr. Dupej suggested that the internal haul route 
of the existing Cattle Lands Agreement should be followed.  

Rory Farnan, 1481 Mannheim Road 

Mr. Farnan provided a slide presentation outlining his concerns for the proposed pit. He 
advised that he attended a small presentation on the gravel pit proposal and became 
involved due to his concerns regarding the protection of the ground water and 
agricultural land. He agreed that the concerns expressed by the previous delegations. 
Mr. Farnan questioned how this application supports the Source Water Protection Area, 
the Climate Emergency, and infrastructure costs. Mr. Farnan noted that the applicant 
has a responsibility to show there are no negative impacts as a result of the application, 
noting that has not been done, he noted there are no benefits or enhancements to the 
quality of life for the entire community as a result of this application. Mr. Farnan asked 
that Council vote against the application. 

Mayor L. Armstrong call Registered Delegation Ingrid Rosner, Council was advised she 
left the meeting. 

Michelle Lemire, 1470 Mannheim Road 

Ms. Lemire agreed with all of the previous speakers. Ms. Lemire questioned why this is 
being proposed, as it does not fill a need in the community. She advised that it appears 
to be a positive proposal; however, felt that the complex nature of the gravel pit does 
not guarantee that contamination would not happen. She advised that she and her 
clients use Witmer Road to run and with the increased truck traffic puts users at risk.  
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Samantha Lernout, 1790 Witmer Road 

Ms. Lernout acknowledged the difficult task of the decision making process; she noted 
there is a lack of clarity in the application and advised that Council has an obligation to 
protect the citizens. She noted that as highlighted by previous delegations, there are 
potential negative impacts. She noted that she recognizes the need for aggregate but 
noted that clean water is needed. Ms. Lernout noted that the Wilmot Official Plan 
purpose is to protect residents and the community and that as stated earlier the expert’s 
reviews are incomplete in addressing residential impacts. She noted that the Township 
Official Plans states that a Hydrogeological study must prove no negative impacts to the 
quality and quantity of the water. She noted that Grand River Environmental Network 
identifies the Region of Waterloo having crucial protection of the ground water. She 
advised of the concerns that the Region of Waterloo has with the application on the 
potential impact of the ground water. Ms. Lernout advised that it is of the utmost 
importance that the Township consider the far reaching impacts. She advised that she 
would like to know more about levels of atrazine on this site. Ms. Lernout commended 
Tri-City for the response to the alleged near miss spill on their site today with the 
alleged fuel truck and containing of that alleged incident. Ms. Lernout provided images 
from Google on other pits in the Township and questioned the contamination, she also 
provided a slide of the pit she alleges had a close to catastrophic spill today on Snyder’s 
Road showing the accessory uses. She discussed the permit to draw water from the 
Region of Waterloo and if the impact has been addressed for these permits with the 
projected growth and demand in the Region. She raised concerns she has over the 
wetlands on the property and the topography protection of the site. Ms. Lernout’s 
presentation is attached as Appendix H. 

Louisette Lanteigne, 700 Star Flower Ave. Waterloo  

Ms. Lanteigne referenced the Bible in relation to value of water. Ms. Lanteigne noted 
that she has been an advocate of environment protection for 20 years. She advised to 
not squander the water supply and the obligation to protect the land. Ms. Lanteigne 
noted that the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry are responsible for issuing 
licenses and indicated that there is a conflict of interest considering the largest 
consumer of aggregates in Ontario is the Ontario Ministry of Transportation. Ms. 
Lanteigne identified violations of the Haldimand Tract Agreement and Treaties within 
the location of the application. Ms. Lanteigne went through her slide presentation 
outlining lost revenues, and the perceived risks to the Township to approve the 
application. Her presentation is attached as Appendix I. 
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Dave Bricker, 1768 Witmer Road 

Mr. Bricker advised that he has submitted written objection to this application. He 
advised that he is concerned of the property value loss, truck traffic, well water quality, 
destruction of agricultural land and soils. Mr. Bricker also noted that enjoyment of his 
property is also at risk and this is not wanted in their area. 

Yvonne Fernandes 

Ms. Fernandes advised she is in attendance as a former City Councillor with Kitchener 
and advised that she is speaking as a previous member of the steering committee for 
the OMB reform which presented a paper to the Province on the changes from the OMB 
to LPAT, putting the power back to the Municipalities. She advised that Councillors 
listened to their constituents at that forum to protect their official plans. She 
acknowledged the comments and information that Council has heard and that those are 
difficult decisions to make, she reminded them that as a Council they will always be held 
responsible to the development community and the constituents; however, advised 
Council to take into consideration the expert comments and the residents comments. 
Ms. Fernandes noted that aggregate companies can change site plans as they see fit 
and that should be taken into consideration as well. 

Jennifer Lauzon, 2144 Bleams Road 

Ms. Lauzon advised that she learned many things as a result of this application; 
however, she noted that the most important thing she learned is the strength and 
bravery of the residents of Wilmot Township to object to the application. She advised 
this process has been a journey of friendship, loyalty and determination. She advised 
everyone has come together as one to fight for what is right to protect the environment, 
the water and keep the community safety, clean and vibrant for all generations.  

Paula Brown, 37 Country Creek Drive, Baden 

Ms. Brown advised that they have enjoyed a superior quality of life provided by Wilmot 
Township and has concerns that quality of life will be jeopardized. Ms. Brown noted that 
in the 2019-2022 Strategic Plan update is asking residents for feedback on what makes 
Wilmot Township a caring community and she feels that voting against this zone 
change will show that caring community.   
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Ruth Rosner, 2161 Bleams Road 

Ms. Rosner acknowledged the amount of information that Council needs to consider. 
Ms. Rosner noted that there is a working aggregate operation directly across the road 
from this proposed site and that owner has stated there is sufficient gravel at that site 
for the foreseeable future and to approve another gravel pit seems ridiculous. She noted 
that as read in the 2019 Official Plan for the Township, extraction should not be 
permitted if it does not benefit the general public, the applicant is the only one to benefit. 
She noted the loss of agricultural land should the application be approved. Ms. Rosner 
noted that in 2019, Council declared a Climate Emergency and that there is an 
obligation to honour that declaration and respect resident objections. Ms. Rosner noted 
that an aggregate operation is permitted because it is for an interim use of the land, she 
has not found a definition of interim to mean a 35-year span, rather, interim is for a short 
time. Ms. Rosner asked that Council oppose this application and vote no.  

Ann Goss, 2143 Bleams Road 

Ms. Goss advised that the proposed gravel pit is directly behind their home. She 
advised that they have a private well that raises concerns, along with the noise and 
dust. She noted that if the proposed pit is approved, their investments and financial 
losses to tax payers will result in losses to the Township as well. She noted that the 
wells that supply 70% of the Regional water are of close proximity to the proposed pit, 
putting that supply at risk. The proposed pit is also directly behind a growing residential 
community, which is not a good location. Ms. Goss noted of the requirements of 
mandatory inspections of septic tanks in areas of the Source Water Protection, at the 
home owners expense; however, this application is going to affect the ground water. 
Ms. Goss asked that Council refuse the application. She advised that the Region is the 
largest jurisdiction in Canada that relies on ground water, and it needs to be protected.  

Christine Grey, 2153 Bleams Road 

Ms. Grey advised that all of her concerns have been raised; however, the residents of 
Shingletown and members of the Citizens for Safe Drinking Water have all come 
together on this matter. She advised that there is still signs available and if any wishes 
to have more information visit safeh2o.com  

Sherri Witzel, 2031 Bleams Road 

Ms. Witzel she advised that they share the wetland and own the vast majority of that 
wetland. She noted that she grew up at that property and knows the history of that 
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property with the cattle operation. Ms. Witzel noted that they are opposed to the gravel 
pit and they are concerned about the quality and quantity of the ground water. She 
noted that the other concern is the 20 foot right of way and how the mix of farm 
equipment and dump trucks will navigate that right of way.  

Marlin Swartzentruber, 1785 Witmer Road 

Mr. Swartzentruber rents a home in the centre of a gravel pit that is leased to Steed and 
Evans. He noted he has an observation, he advised that Dino Trucking approached him 
5 years ago to assist with the workload and a common practice in a gravel pit is to 
scratch the bed after a heavy rainfall to quickly remove the water. He noted that he 
believes the subject property had a request in the past for a gravel pit and was declined. 
Mr. Swartzentruber advised that his cousin informed him that allegedly Tri-City Trucking 
had a load of diesel fuel from Boucher and Jones delivered and the driver was unable to 
judge the road and got stuck. He advised that the correct measures were taken, a 
wrecker was brought in to stabilize the truck, brought in another truck to off load and this 
situation could have occurred for Dino Trucking as well. He suggested another 10 feet 
and the truck could have tipped over and he was bringing this up to point out the various 
scenarios of the situation. What needs to be recognized is there is a resource on top of 
a resource with this property and he advised he is glad there are smarter people that 
can figure this out.  

Calvin Wood, 2155 Bleams Road 

Mr. Wood advised that he moved into Shingletown to retire and is disappointed to find 
out that the Township of Wilmot has had an application in process for years and has 
never been caught in the position that he is in, despite doing background checks on the 
property. He noted that his walkway on his country home is not going to be used as 
intended if the gravel pit is approved. Mr. Wood advised that he has been declined a 
well on his property. Mr. Wood acknowledged the situation that Council is in for the 
decision making on this application. He noted that he purchased his home on a 
protected ground source protection area to avoid this type of situation.  

Mayor L. Armstrong asked if there was anyone else that would like to address Council 
on this matter.  

Mayor L. Armstrong asked if there was a timeframe to expect this to come back to 
Council and the Manager of Planning / EDO advised that there is no date set as of yet.  
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Mayor L. Armstrong asked 3 times if anyone else wished to address Council on this 
matter. There were none and the public meeting was declared closed.  

Mayor L. Armstrong noted that according to the Procedural By-law we need a resolution 
to continue beyond 11:00 

Councillor J. Gerber advised he would make a recommendation to extend the Council 
meeting to deal with only those items that need to be. Seconded by Councillor J. 
Pfenning, all in favor, carried. 

9. PRESENTATIONS/DELEGATIONS

10. CONSENT AGENDA

10.1 REPORT NO. DS 2020-01 

Release of Easement WR420624  
Temporary Turning Circle / Emergency Access 
Activa MDS Lands – Part 8 58R-15446 

10.2 REPORT NO. ILS 2020-03 

Information and Legislative Services Quarterly Report 

10.3 REPORT NO. ILS 2020-04 

Community Safety and Crime Prevention Engagement Committee 
Committee Appointments 

Resolution No. 2020-005 

Moved by: Councillor C. Gordijk Seconded by: Councillor A. Hallman 

THAT Report Nos. DS 2020-01, ILS 2020-03 and ILS 2020-04 be approved. 

CARRIED. 

11. REPORTS

11.1 CLERKS
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Jackson Harvest Farms Ltd.
Hallman Pit
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Introductions

 Project Co-ordination and Registered Professional 
Planner:
David Sisco (IBI Group)

 Landowner and applicant:
Rick Esbaugh (Jackson Harvest Farms Ltd.)
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 Hydrogeologist / Groundwater Engineer:
Stan Denhoed (Harden Environmental Ltd.)

 Acoustical Engineer:
Mandy Chan (HGC Engineering)

 Ecologist:
Ken Dance (Dance Environmental Inc.)

 Transportation Engineer
Matt Brouwer (Paradigm)

Introductions
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Notice of Application
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Planning Act 
Process

We are here

We are here

Aggregate 
Resources Act

Process
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Reports and Supporting 
Documents 
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1. The lands are appropriately zoned

2. Complete the ARA public notification / 
engagement process 

3. Completed within two years   

4. Document the process and submitted to MNRF. 
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Site Plans
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Existing Conditions Plan
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Existing Conditions 
Plan
Sheet 1 of 7
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Operational Plan
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Operational Plan
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Phase 1
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Processing Operation 
with Wash Plant
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Operational Plan
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Phase 1
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Operational Plan
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Phase 2
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Operational Plan
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Phase 3
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Operational Plan
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Phase 4
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Progressive Rehabilitation 
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Examples of Rehabilitation 
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Fugitive Dust
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Water Truck
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Hydrogeology
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Groundwater Monitoring 
Equipment

Example of a 
Monitoring Well
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Groundwater Monitoring 
Equipment

Example of 
Groundwater 
Testing 
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Noise Impacts
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& Details
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Operational Plan
Sheet 2 of 7

50 dBA

45 dBA
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Archaeology
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Archaeology
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Archaeology
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Archaeology
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Archaeology
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Natural Environment / Ecology 
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Enforcement
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Notes
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Traffic
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Traffic
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Witmer Road
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Traffic
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Progressive and Final Rehabilitation Plan
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Progressive & Final 
Rehabilitation Plan
Sheet 7 of 7
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Progressive & Final 
Rehabilitation Plan
Sheet 7 of 7
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Zoning
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Zoning Map

Z.1 to
Z.11

Z.1 to Z.14
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Region of Waterloo

• Agricultural Impact Assessment

• Noise / Dust

• Hydrogeology

• Environmental Impact Studies (EIS)
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Township of Wilmot

• Peer Reviews of Traffic / Geotechnical 
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The annual Tri City Golf Tournament has raised a total of $328,625.15 since 2010 
towards the Grand River Regional Cancer Centre and Local Charities!
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Q  &  A 
                                                                      Questions              and                 Answers 
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 Project Co-ordination / Planner:
David Sisco

 Landowner / applicant:
Rick Esbaugh

 Hydrogeologist:
Stan Denhoed

 Acoustical Engineer:
Mandy Chan

 Ecologist:
Ken Dance

 Traffic Engineer:
Matt Brouwer
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Existing Conditions 
Plan
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Operational Plan
Sheet 2 of 7
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Operational Plan 
Notes
Sheet 3 of 7
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Operational Notes 
& Details
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Existing Conditions 
Cross-Sections
Sheet 5 of 7
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Rehabilitation 
Cross-Sections 
Sheet 6 of 7
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Progressive & Final 
Rehabilitation Plan
Sheet 7 of 7
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Citizens for Safe Ground Water

David Donnelly
January 13, 2019

- Wilmot, Ontario

1



David Donnelly

• David Donnelly is one of Canada’s leading 
environmental lawyers and an award-winning advocate 
for smart growth. He has represented numerous public 
interest groups, ratepayers, and First Nations in many 
of Ontario’s key environmental battles in court and 
before environmental tribunals. 

• He represented the Safe Drinking Water Coalition at the 
Walkerton Inquiry.

• David is a founding member of some of Ontario’s most 
important environmental campaigns, including the 
Greenbelt, Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, Lake 
Simcoe Protection Act, and Green Energy Act
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Jackson Harvest Farms – Hallman Pit

• Location – 1922 Witmer Road
• A large portion (approx. 30% of the property) is in a 

Source Water Protected area.
• Potential impacts on quantity of available groundwater
• Potential impacts on groundwater quality

• The proposed haul route is on a narrow hilly 
township road. There are no shoulders and no line 
of sight. This road was determined to be 
insufficient for hauling aggregate in 1922 in the 
"Cattlelands Agreement" with Lafarge.
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The Current Situation in Ontario

“There are 7,125 licensed quarries in the province, a little 
fewer than half of those on Crown land and presumably 
under government control.

But there doesn't seem to be the political will to hold 
quarry operators accountable for the scars they're leaving 
on the landscape.

That's the amount of gravel, sand and stone, approximately 
1.5 billion tonnes, that TEA estimates will be used by the 
GTA over the next 25 years to build roads, buildings and 
sidewalks.”

- Toronto’s love of concrete, NOW Magazine, April 17, 2009
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“While the study estimates potential remaining reserves of 
2,792 MT might be available in 123 selected licensed pits 
there is quite a high degree of uncertainty associated with 
this estimate and the results should not be taken as a very 
realistic indication of what resource may actually be proven 
and made available from these licensed sites.
On a per capita basis, aggregate consumption has been on a 
longer-term decline and this downward trend is expected to 
continue going forward.”

- Supply and Demand of Aggregate Resources 2016, MNRF
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• 19.8 cents royalty in 
Canada

• $3.22 royalty in the 
United Kingdom
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“…the Board finds possible discharges of fine 
particulate matter and crystalline silica in excess of 
MOE guidance documents…The Board’s finding is 
that health concerns may result inconsistent with 
policy 1.1.1(c) of the PPS.
…[this is] not good planning and [is not] in the public 
interest.”

- Capital Paving Inc. v. Wellington (County)

1) Dust (Puslinch Township)
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“Ramara Township Council rejected [Fowler]’s 
application that would have allowed for an additional 
6.9 hectares of extraction in a 5-2 vote, leading 
Fowler to file an LPAT appeal. Ramara Mayor Basil 
Clarke said township officials have had their first 
discussions with legal staff and will soon meet with 
the township planner to continue preparations. A 
group of locals known as the Ramara Legacy Alliance 
is also working to create a case against Fowler with 
their lawyer David Donnelly. 

2) Aggregate (Ramara)
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“It’s granite and there’s millions of hectares of 
granite o                            Canadian Shield,  so this is not a stone that’s in       

short supply,” Clarke said. “I’m sure the quarry will 
tell you it’s special, everybody’s rock is special to them.” Clarke said the 
area wasn’t zoned for aggregate extraction because of its proximity to 
cottages and homes, which is one of the primary concerns shared by the 
Ramara Legacy Alliance. The alliance is a citizen group that came together 
to fight Fowler’s proposal, which would allow for a new quarry about 70 
metres from the closest residence.

Ramara Ward 1 Councillor David Snutch at a 
community meeting in Floral Park on Aug. 29. Photo 
courtesy of Joan Mizzi-Fry

- Ramara Township And Citizen Group Prepare For Fowler  
Quarry Appeal – Muskoka 411, September 6, 2019

2) Aggregate (Ramara)
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“You mined the rock you said you were going to 
mine. We’ve honoured that deal. Goodbye.”

- Mayor of Ramara Township,              
Basil Clarke

2) Aggregate (Ramara)
Best Aggregate Media Quote Ever
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“In June 2017, Muskoka Lakes council voted unanimously 
against the passing of a rezoning application and official plan 
amendment that could have seen the quarry produce up to 
200,000 tonnes of sand, gravel and bedrock from 26.4 
hectares of land, about half the 54.6-hectare lot, when it was 
operational.”

2) Aggregate (Muskoka Lakes)
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“The township’s official plan says it does not permit new rock-crushing operations 
within two kilometres of the boundary of an urban centre or a waterfront 
designation.”

2) Aggregate (Muskoka Lakes)

- Muskoka Lakes residents rally 
against Lippa Quarry as  
applicant appeals council –
MuskokaRegion.com,   
December 3, 2019
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3) Truck Traffic (Trent Lakes)

“The Tribunal had no evidence of the willingness or 
preparedness of the Municipality to allow the 
reconstruction of either of these roads or the 
introduction of these significant noise mitigation 
features within the road allowance. The Municipality 
is the owner of the road allowances and is under no 
compulsion to subject those road allowances to 
features that it may not wish to have located within 
them that are not otherwise prescribed by law. On 
this front then as well, it is a matter of speculation 
whether the Municipality will agree to these works.” 
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“Mr. Ewart did indicate that the concern or issue for 
the Municipality was the design of the noise 
mitigation works and that they were here to listen. 
The Tribunal did not have the benefit of any response 
from the Municipality.”

3) Truck Traffic
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“Having come to the conclusion that there is 
insufficient evidence at the present time to be assured 
that there will be efficacious noise mitigation to the 
affected sensitive receptors on Ledge Road and Quarry 
Road, and that policy compliance requires such 
assurance, the Tribunal cannot, in the public interest, 
authorize the use of the Site for quarry purposes. The 
Zoning Amendment cannot be approved at this time.”

- Anderson v. Trent Lakes (Municipality),                          
2018 CarswellOnt 6484 at paras 59-60

3) Truck Traffic
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The precautionary principle requires that 
decisions to approve long-term or even 
permanent impacts on the landscape must not 
be made without a high degree of certainty that 
the impacts will be mitigated. It is important to 
err on the side of caution, when water resources 
and environmental integrity are threatened.

- James Dick Construction Ltd. v. Caledon (Town)

4) Water (Caledon)
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“For both known breeding ponds, the AMP also requires telemetric monitoring 
gauges to be placed in the breeding ponds. Since neither breeding pond is on 
the Nelson lands, the requirement in the AMP is qualified repeatedly by the 
phrase "subject to landowner permission".
There is no landowner permission for Nelson to place monitoring gauges in the 
breeding ponds that are not on the Nelson lands.

The AMP goes on to suggest that if an unanticipated draw-down occurs, Nelson 
is to undertake an assessment to determine the cause. If Nelson finds that 
quarrying is the cause, then quarrying is to cease and appropriate mitigation 
measures satisfactory to MNR are to be implemented.
With no landowner permission for Nelson to place gauges in the known 
breeding ponds, the question arises: how will Nelson, and subsequently MNR, 
know that there has been a drawdown of water in the breeding ponds that may 
endanger the Jefferson Salamander?”

5) Hydrogeology (Burlington)
Nelson Aggregate Co., Re
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Steps of an LPAT Appeal
1) File an Appeal to LPAT (Appellant Form A1).
2) LPAT conducts a preliminary screening of the Appeal per LPAT 
Rules of Practice and Procedure, Rule 26.05
3) Once the Appellant is notified that their Appeal is Valid (Letter of 
Validity), the Appellant must submit an Appeal Record and Case 
Synopsis within 20 days of the date of the Letter of Validity, per 
Rule 26.11
4) The Responding municipality must advise the LPAT of their 
intention to file responding material within 10 days of receipt of the 
Appeal Record and Case Synopsis. If the municipality intends to file 
responding materials they must do so within 20 days of receipt of 
the Appeal Record and Case Synopsis per Rule 26.14.
5) Once LPAT has received all material they will direct the parties to 
participate in a Case Management Conference, per Rule 26.17.
6) At the Case Management Conference parties and issues are 
identified and a hearing may be scheduled.
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Thank you.
Good evening.
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All plans municipal , provincial 
include 
Health, Safety, Well being of 
community as primary goals

by Robert Gebotys
cgebotys@uwaterloo.ca



All trucks  enter , exit  via Queen St
73 trucks day,5.6 hr,70% tractor trailer(40 ton) 
assume 90%(contradiction)....  go where profit is



Hours operation same as Township…M-F 8hrs 
Closed Sat,Sun,Holidays no night work





Criteria ….at limit 45 approaching 50 db
Modeling assumptions ,Errors estim prediction



120 db pain. 100-110 rockband, jet flyover



Assume tractor trailer 40 ton is 102 db enter exit 
pit. Much more than 45,50 criteria.
Vibration analysis none



Dust..no partical analysis,spread by wind…etc
wind in all directions









Dust destinations in community function wind 





Asphalt many studies consistent results..example
below of one…what about a spill? Cement similar



Protected Prime Agricultural



Land rated Class 1 (best) through 7(worst) scale



11.2% unrated so 75.7/(100-11.2)=84% rated



Crops change as does investment
Agriculture outstanding..investment,soil,etc



Witmer chicken barn, Sandhills chicken barn
Millions dollars of investment in Agriculture









Wetlands seasonally covered by shallow 
water(grca)

Environmental Impact Study Guidelines and Submission Standards for Wetla
Grand River Conservation Authority - 2005



2006-2018 wetlands existed
2019  – wetland classification gone

2006

2019 – Before GRC Reviewed



Five points, 2(best),4,6,8,10(worst)
Have 6 one step to high risk for water
remove soil for pit score increases



67,000m3      27 Olympic pools of water
assumption what if incorrect? Double?
Hot dry summer,little snow,have couple years





Fecal coliform, nitrite ,chlorides ,sulphates all 
significantly higher in gravel extraction areas than 
natural areas



Now at least 1.5 meter(minimum)
research recommends 4-6 meters(minimum)

a protection layer of 4-6 m should be left on top of the 
maximum groundwater table.



Pit Rehabilatation History Waterloo Region
U of W ,Catlin Port, Environmental Planning Dept.





Bond 2 million dollars, Regular inspections,
performance reviews, enforcement , timelines



No Responsibility. Time and cost. 
Caution, Uncertainty ,High Risk to Health 



Public comments: 
Hallman Pit
REZONING FARMLAND TO AGGREGATE



.  

Comments on Hydrological Study 

and 

Agricultural Impact Study

by Linda Laepple 2298 Bleams Rd



Rezoning Agricultural Land 
- in the protected Countryside 
- the Source water protected area 
- in a Source water recharge area









Comments 
Hydrological assessment

 1. There is key information missing in the report such as:

 1.1 The number of existing wells situated within the Jackson Harvest farm 
property. 

 1.2 Figure 4.2. Conceptual cross section showing area wells, does not include 
the boundaries of the proposed aggregate site only the pit.

 1.3 The current state of these 10 wells is not investigated or described

 1.4 No water samples were taken from any of these wells

 1.5 Water level within these wells not monitored or recorded

 1.6 There is no decommission plan or future use mentioned for those wells (some 
over 100 meter /330 feet deep)



2.) There is an unsupported notion 
throughout the study that the Regional 
wells draw water from a “very deep 
aquafer”, 
but publicly available records show well 
depth at K50 and 51 of 130 and 131 feet, 
where they hit clay.



2.1 The wells are located 360m AMSL and 
Water level about 17m below at 343m AMSL. 

The water table in the pit was established at 
355m AMSL.

 The study still concluded a water flow 
north to south away from the Regional 
wells. A difference of about 12 meter. 
Uphill !



3. General Information on the Regional 
wells K50 K51 and K52 is missing:

 3.1 There is no mention at what level the Regional wells are drawing 
water from.

 3.2 No mention of the volume pumped throughout different seasons 
at the Regional wells.

 3.3 No mention how the volume pumped could affect the 
underground lake and river flow in relation to the water under the 
proposed pit.

 3.4 Available well records where not used to establish a geological 
cross-section of the Regional well field or the area between the 
proposed gravel pit and the well field.



Current Policies 

 Currently, any operator licensed for an above-water-table pit can 
apply to extend extraction down into the water table. 

 All that is required to extend the depth of extraction is a site plan 
amendment approved by the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Forestry (MNRF). 

 Such an amendment is typically circulated by the MNRF to affected 
municipalities, but municipalities have only a limited commenting 
role in the process and no right of appeal if they have any 
groundwater concerns.

Source: Regional Response to Provincial Policy Statement Review (ERO Posting No. 019-0279)



4. Proposed Water quality 
monitoring 

 4.1 In the study it is only proposed to monitor the already clean well 
next to the pond

 4.2 There is no well Water Protection Program or monitoring 
suggested to protect the private wells of local residents. 



5. The importance of the ecological function of 
pond on the east side of the property is not 
recognized. 

 The fact that monitoring wells in the study area 
have shown elevated nitrate levels but in and 
around the pond 0 Nitrate, is proof that the 
ecosystem this pond represents has the amazing 
filter capability of cleaning hundreds of 
thousands of cubic meter of water, not just from 
Nitrates, before it feeds an underground 
waterbody. 



6. The Risk mitigation plan in the 
study from oil spills states:

 If the spill is over 80 litres of oils or 40 litres of fuel, 
degreasing agents, coolants or solvents, the MECP and 
the Region of Waterloo will be informed immediately. 

The current telephone number for the MECP Spills Action Centre is 1-800-268-
6060 (24 hrs) and the Region of Waterloo is 911 or 519-575-4400. Attached is the 
Region of Waterloo Spills Response Fact Sheet.



6.1 There is fuel storage and storage of other hazardous 
material mentioned in the study but no fuel storage area 
identified nor any mention of quantity.

 Fact is: One liter of hydraulic oil can contaminate 0ne million liter / 
1000 cubic meter of groundwater.              

Source: British Columbia used oil management association

 Conclusion: 

 Are 79000 cubic meter of oil contaminated groundwater 
are really not worth reporting?

 Footnote: In Germany motor vehicles operating in groundwater protected areas 
are mandated to use vegetable oil only and no onsite fuel storage or refueling is 
permitted. 



Other missing information:

 - Timeline of operational plan, only a timeline of rehabilitation efforts 
once a certain area is completed.

 -A detailed cleanup plan of the existing feedlot site

 -Soil tests for hazardous substances at the existing feedlot site

 -A study how much nitrate will be released from the aggregate thru 
the washing process

 -Wash ponds are below water table indicate no control of 
hazardous liquids or leachates to go into the groundwater





Farmland is a very limited resource 

 This thin layer of productive soil is the only thing that allows for us humans 
to live on this planet.



B.Comments on the Agricultural 
impact assessment

 General comment: There is an unscientific notion echoed thru out 
the application assuming farming is a more harmful activity that 
aggregate extraction.

 Farmland is being viewed as a simple input output spread sheet. 

 Farmland is not regarded as the life supporting base of mankind 
that we are privileged to govern over as a community here today, 
for just a very short time in the span of history.

 There is no mention or consideration given to new and alternative 
farming practices such as: Ecological farming, Regenerative 
farming, Organic farming or Bio-Dynamic farming, 



B.1 The crop map shows obvious 
errors.



The crop map copied from the study shows winter wheat for my entire farm within the study 
area along 2298 Bleams Road. This is simply not true as we do no monoculture and anyone 
driving Bleams Rd can attest that the majority of my land is in forage particular next to the 
Regional Wells. 
There was never winter wheat from Shingletown all the way to the wells in the past 25 years.

 The crop survey states:

 A windshield survey identified the types of land uses.

 Agricultural cropping patterns were identified and mapped. Corn 
and soybean crops were

 mapped as ‘common field crops’. Small grains are typically 
characterized as including winter

 wheat, barley, spring wheat, oats and rye, but for the Study Area 
only winter wheat was

 observed. Forage crops may include mixed grasses, clovers and 
alfalfa. Other areas used for

 pasture, haylage or hay were mapped as ‘forage/pasture’. 



Main shortcomings of Agricultural Impact assessment:

 Incorrect map

 Little research on existing environmental impact from past feedlot 
operation

 Underground liquid manure distribution systems not mentioned or 
location identified

 Fallout from exploded Biogas plant and Protein recovery experiment  
using processed manure foam as a feed source not researched

 State of agricultural ruins and onsite wells drilled prior the study 
period not mentioned



Recommendation:

 All maps and assumptions made in the application need to be 
verified for accuracy.



B.2 Rehabilitation
a. Provincial Policies regarding rehabilitation are very vague 

 Source: Provincial Policy book:

 2.5.4 Extraction in Prime Agricultural Areas

 2.5.4.1 In prime agricultural areas, on prime agricultural land, extraction of mineral aggregate

 resources is permitted as an interim use provided that the site will be rehabilitated back to an

 agricultural condition.

 Complete rehabilitation to an agricultural condition is not required if:
 a) outside of a specialty crop area, there is a substantial quantity of mineral 

aggregate resources below the water table warranting extraction, or the 
depth of planned extraction in a quarry makes restoration of pre- extraction agricultural 
capability unfeasible;

 b) in a specialty crop area, there is a substantial quantity of high quality mineral aggregate

 resources below the water table warranting extraction, and the depth of planned extraction

 makes restoration of pre- extraction agricultural capability unfeasible;



C Final overall Risks identified:

 1. Economic failure due to aggregate oversupply, bankruptcy and 
abandonment of the pit.

 2. Human error in identifying and judging oil spills and errors in the cleanup 
phases.

 3. Wash pond location, planned to sit below water table near the already 
contaminated area of the former manure storage and bunk silo sites.

 4. Well water contamination of private and public wells.

 5. Future permits to expand. Example: A permit from the Province could be 
granted in the future (not requiring local approval under current policies) to dig 
below the Water table.

 6. The risk of ownership transfer to a more aggressive operator. 



Final Recommendation:

 I recommend that the Township turn down the rezoning application from 
agriculture to aggregate extraction that would allow the development of 
the proposed Hallman Pit and: 

 As a current policy committee member of the Ontario Farmland Trust and 
having served in recent years as President of the Waterloo Wellington Local 
of the National Farmers Union and Women’s advisor for the NFU-Ontario:

 I further recommend that the Township work with the Universities and other 
stakeholder in efforts to research and document the de-commissioning of 
the contaminated former feed lot site and support efforts to rehabilitate the 
abused lot to turn the land once again into an active, vibrant and 
educational farm as the Company name Jackson Harvest Farm suggests. 



The question to take home:

 Who gave us the right to treat this Planet the way we do?

 The right to extract its resources at a speed as if there is 
NO tomorrow?



End of former presentation



Local Demand?

There are a combined 1.979 Million annual tonnage licensed on Wittmer road alone. This fact does not 
demonstrate a need for more.



Statistics Canada, Census of Agriculture – 1976-2006
Statistics Canada, Census of Agriculture – 1996-2016

Land use planning policies in Ontario protect a great deal of 
farmland. The reality, however, is that we continue to lose 175 
acres of farmland every day in Ontario, and we’re losing our 
best, most productive agricultural soils the fastest. 

In fact, between 1976 and 2016 Ontario lost 20% of its 
farmland.

Source:

Ontario Farmland Trust
c/o University of Guelph
School of Environmental Design & Rural Development
Guelph, ON, Canada N1G 2W1



Existing Ontario Government Policies
Surface Water Quality Management - Areas with Water 
Quality Not Meeting the Objectives (3.2.2)
Policy 2
"Water quality which presently does not meet the 
Provincial Water Quality Objectives shall not be degraded 
further and all practical measures shall be taken to 
upgrade the water quality to the Objectives."
Evaluations of existing conditions in problem areas shall 
be conducted and all reasonable and practical measures 
shall be taken to upgrade water quality to the Provincial 
Water Quality Objectives. Where new or expanded 
discharges are proposed, no further degradation will be 
permitted and all practical measures shall be undertaken 
to upgrade water quality.



The Stantec report finds that aquifers AFB1 and AFB2 
beneath the Hallman Pit are separated by aquitard 
ATB2. However, ATB2 is absent in the vicinity of 
K51/K52/K50 and the two aquifers beneath the 
Hallman Pit are geologically connected to the water 
producing zone in the wellfield. 



– 150l/s  3 million cubic a year
- Waterloo Region Residents pay about $ 6 Million every year for Water coming 

from this Wellfield 
- The volume pumped is equal to the flow rate of the Ninth River at the Ninthburg

GRCA monitoring station on a average summer day. 
- The hydrological study does not consider the flow rate or direction near the 

WCWF

Value of Wilmot Center Well field



Will there be demand for gravel ?

What are the risks of oversupply?

Was the site chose mainly due to the availability of an abundant 
water supply and the ability to wash gravel in the water table ?



Are there any alternatives to gravel ?



We do need development, just like any human body 
that will grow up, grow mature and grow wise. 
But uncontrolled, unguided, unnatural development 
is called cancer and applies to body of our 
community just as well. 

Are we willing to risk cancerous developments when 
nature and science offer alternative technology ?

We need growth
Economic and otherwise











Just because the experts, hired by the 
applicant, only had a mandate to look at 
certain areas within their expertise, doesn’t 
mean the shareholders of Jackson Harvest 
can’t see the whole picture and realize the 
potential of the property beyond gravel.



Hallman pit lands potential for the benefit of our community, the 
agricultural sector and aiding ground water protection efforts.

 As a farm, an educational farm

 A regenerative demonstration farm

 A research site documenting decommissioning of a large feedlot

 A research site for concrete recycling

 A site to grow food and much more



A presentation in 
object ion to The 
Hallman Pit  and 
for the Protect ion 
of Our Community
Christ ina Harnack January 
2020
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I object to the Hallman pit for several reasons. 

I am  con cern ed  abou t :

⪢ Ou r  Wat er  Sa fet y
⪢ Toxic Pollu t ion
⪢ Con t am in a t ion

⪢ Nega t ive Effect s  on  t h e En viron m en t  
⪢ Clim a t e Ch an ge
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Wilmot Region-Our community for generat ions to come
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Regional Official 
Plan:

Wilmot  Region is 
ident ified as 

Regional Recharge 
Area
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Regional Official Plan 
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Wellhead Protected Areas



“The Township of Wilmot has an absolute Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
emissions target reduction of 25% from 2012 levels by 2027”. 

10

How will rezoning this property for industrial 
extraction help the Township meet this target? 
Or rather, how will this gravel pit prevent the 

Township from meeting this target?



Satellite image of some of Wilmot Region’s existing 
Gravel Pit s
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Drinking Water Source Protection Plan 
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Significant Drinking Water Threat Policy Applicability
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The site for the Hallman pit  is 
current ly zoned as “Prime 

agriculture” and is protected 
under the “Protected 

Countryside Policy”, the “Clean 
Water Act”, and “Source 

( Water)  Protect ion Policy”.



Mr. Esbaugh cannot prove beyond a reasonable doubt that he 
will h ave n o  n ega t ive im p act  on  ou r  wa t er ,  en viron m en t , 
r oads , m en t a l h ea lt h , com m u n ity or  on  Green h ou se Gas  

Em iss ion s . Th e ap p rova l o f t h is  r ezon in g h as  grea t  s t akes  an d  
is  n o t  wor t h  t h e r isks .

15
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I am asking that you be bold, and take action on 
climate change in very tangible ways.  In this case, 
this is not allowing 1922 Witmer road to be rezoned 

for aggregate extraction. I am asking that you be 
accountable, creative, responsible, curious, and a 
leader towards a healthier and more sustainable 

future for Wilmot region.
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We are able to make 
responsible decisions in 

protect ing our Source Water 
Protected areas and our 

environment  in response to the 
Township’s declarat ion of a 
Climate Emergency. This is 

important  today and for 
generat ions to come. 
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Thank you



#StoptheHallmanPit



Extended Press 
Coverage



Meeting with Mike Harris Jr.

Speaking at 
Regional Council

KW Record Photoshoot

Ours to 
Protect!

GRCA 
MeetingWaterloo Region Record Cover Story



Citizen Meeting at the WRC
Standing Committee on Bill 
132 London Delta Armories



Applicant’s Public Meeting



This Is Wilmot?

New Hamburg Independent Poll





Outline
1. Water
2. Need
3. Conclusion



The picture can't be displayed.





While recognizing the need for aggregate, I believe 
that the protection of our environment and water 

supply is top priority.

“Yes, we need aggregate. But more than that, we need 
clean water.”

Emil Frend, Phd, MSc, BSc                                     
Distinguished Professor, Groundwater, University of Waterloo

Images from google maps



Wilmot Official Plan

“a hydrogeological study in accordance with the provisions of 
the Regional Implementation Guideline for Source Water 
Protection Studies, demonstrating, to the satisfaction of the 
Region, that the proposed operation will have 
no negative impacts on the quality and quantity of water;”



Municipal Wells (K-50, K-51)

● Region of Waterloo Internal Review in progress 
to assess impact to municipal wells (K-50, K-51)

○ protective clay layer
○ Location/depth of well 
○ Pumping tests
○ More years of data collection 

Responsibility of applicant 
to ensure there are 

NO NEGATIVE IMPACTS
to

1. Water quantity
2. Water quality and safety



Private Wells
Responsibility of 

applicant to 
ensure there are 
NO NEGATIVE 

IMPACTS

1. Water quantity
2. Water quality 

and safety



Water Quality and Safety

Image for illustrative purposes only. We are in the process of investigating the layers of this property, from CCBC

Contaminants to consider:

- Nitrates (existing and future runoff) recognized 
to affect children and pregnant women

- Atrazine (exiting) linked to birth defects
- stockpiled materials with unknown possible 

contaminants
- Accidents (spills/line breaks/etc.)

Concerns
1. Reduced (natural capital) filtration
2. Increased transfer rate 
3. Risk of breaking through protective clay 

layer/aquitard

“The key to clean groundwater is 
effective protection of the 
resource from contamination, 
which is provided by layers of 
soil overlying the aquifer.”

Emil Frend

"Sand cleans me.”

Region of Waterloo’s                   
I am groundwater blog 



From google maps



From google maps



Accessory 
uses

From google maps



Permit to Draw Water 

● Region has reduced per 
capita water use by 50%

● The average household in 
Waterloo uses 0.7m3/day

● Region’s demand for 
groundwater will grow

● ‘Climate Emergency’

Images from google images



Permit to Draw Water 
● Wash ponds use *277m3/day 
● Dust mitigation uses ?

Has this impact been addressed with  
projected growth and demand 
considered?
https://www.groundwater.org/get-informed/groundwater/overuse.html
*estimated consumption of 66,750 m3 of water per year pg.16, based on water use during 
April-November operational season, 7 days a week

=396 

=? 

Images from google images

https://www.groundwater.org/get-informed/groundwater/overuse.html


Surface Water 
Provincially Significant Wetland

6.2 POTENTIAL LONG-TERM WATER BALANCE CHANGES  The proposed 
aggregate extraction will alter the topography of the site including the catchment area 
of the on-site wetland.

What about DURING the operation of the pit?



Cumulative Impacts
to Water Quality and Safety, Dust and Noise 7.2.4.3

Image from google maps



What if groundwater is contaminated?

Precautionary Principle
● No acceptable risk when it comes to water

Climate Emergency

“The fig leaf of remediation is not enough ‒ often remediation is      
NOT economically feasible, so nothing is done.” Emil Frend

Image from google images

“Somebody must take 
responsibility for any decision 

made about the long term 
term (50 – 100 years) 
groundwater quality”

Douglas Huber (P.Geo)



Enforcement “The MNRF does not have the time or resources to 
enforce the industry and in the lack of enforcement, 

there is a breakdown in the system and the 
regulations.”

Sue Foxton (Mayor of North Dumfries, Co-chair of TAPMO/OSSGA Committee)

BILL 132
Takes away more precautionary 
controls from municipalities in 
respect to groundwater protection*

Images from google images



A Time of Need

Provincial Need?

● Price of aggregate has decreased (Michael 
Harris Jr.)

● no overall shortage
● dormant or under-utilized gravel pits

Image from google images

Images from google images



A Time of Need

Images from google images

Wilmot Township Need?

● Aggregate available (present and future)
● Recycling (concrete and asphalt)
● No need for auxiliary (wash ponds, 

recycling, night) operations
● Wilmot OP Policy 7.1.1.7



‘Climate Emergency’ and Need for 
Protection of our Resources !

● Precautionary Principle with water
● Would this zone change be made for 

the greater good?

A Time of Need

Images from google images



A final thought

“There is no question that source protection planning is complicated, 
inconvenient and expensive.  However, this should not be allowed to 
eclipse the sheer importance of the program of not only ensuring a 
safe drinking water supply but just as important, of instilling public 
confidence in it.  The suffering that happened in Walkerton in 2000 
should be a constant reminder that the benefits to human health and 
the environment that come from protecting the province’s aquatic 
resources are priceless.”

The Environmental Commissioner of Ontario statement in its 2010/11 Annual Report.



“Citizens for Safe Water” on Facebook
www.safeH2O.ca

wilmotgroundwater@gmail.com

For more information ot to show your support please contact:

http://www.safeh2o.ca


Policy and Aggregate

1. Source (Water) Protection Plan
2. Protected Countryside Policy
3. GRCA
4. MNRF Enforcement



Jan.13 2020 presentation to Wilmont 
Township re: Hallman Pit.

By Louisette Lanteigne
700 Star Flower Ave. Waterloo Ont. N2V 2L2 
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